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Hunt ID: 9023-G-LM-2000-Many-MDeerAntelopeElk-EN4NECH4EY-H3WR-A1LED 

Quality Hunts-Cheap Antelope on over 450,000 Acres 

It has gotten to the point in Wyoming that if you don’t draw you don’t hunt. After the primary draw 

there is very few license available for the left over draw. This is what happens when a good state for 

hunting has 10% increases in applications almost every year for 5 years.  If this opportunity slips away 

and you are back to eating chicken and the closest you get to any other meat is Frosted Flakes with Tony 

Tiger on the box you need to take a serious look at change! 

In Wyoming we have private land guided hunts for deer and antelope that require 0 to 9 points. If we 

feel that you are in jeopardy of not drawing, we will apply for “Special License” to be certain that you do 

draw. In doing so we will split the cost of the “Special” upgrade with you by taking it off the cost of your 

hunt.  To make our estimate of the points to draw requirement we look at the points required from the 

previous year, since that is the only data available to estimate the outcome of this year. With a 10% 

increase every year in applicants we just must guess at what the actual points required is for this year. 

In the past we have done extremely well at this and have years of experience in doing this but the draw 

is always a guessing game. 

In South Dakota WE EVEN HAVE 180-240 CLASS MULE DEER HUNTS THAT DON’T REQUIRE ANY POINTS 

AND WE COVER ALL OF THE LICENSES. You can even have a South Dakota  Birds and Beast hunt with 

Deer and Pheasants, with no license points to draw there either. 



If this sounds to good to be true, then keep reading, there is more good news if you like to hunt.   

This outfitter knows the Wyoming points system better than anyone I have ever known all you need to 

do is book the hunt and he will fill out the application so you can hunt. He will even Coop ½ of your 

special license if it is required to be applied for to be able to draw. If you are holding points this is the 

place to us them. He can get you as much as possible with your points and if he can’t you can get a 

special license and he will split the price of the special with you. In 20+ Years I have never heard an 

outfitter make this offer, he is a Wyoming Master Point Calculator and has earned a title that fits. He will 

get you the most point value out of your preference points of anyone I have ever seen. 

If you have a lot of points but your friends don’t then he will run the average and come up with your 

cumulative points so you can all go together. 

Drawing Units 
Hunts can take place for Deer in Wyoming in Regions B,D and C mostly in units 11-15,29 and 65. 
Hunts can take place for Antelope in Wyoming in units 8 ,9,11, 22, 29, 34 ,61, 75, 76 and 103. 
With so many areas you will have a lot of options depending on how many points that you have accrued 
to your Wyoming Profile and a lower number but some with 0 points and a special license added to your 
0 points. You will be hunting private Wyoming Ranches for the most part so our success level across the 
board is quite high. 
 
With his skills and knowledge and all the private property he must hunt you can see why he is able to 
put your points to good use and have you hunting premium private ground for nice sized animals. Their 
goal is to put you on the biggest animals but it is up to you to, “Close the Deal,” with a good shot.  If you 
have been holding your points, just getting another point each year because you don’t know where to 
hunt, this is where you burn your points and take home big horns! 
 

Many people build points for the simple reason that they don’t know where to hunt so it is just an easier 

decision to just pay the $40 and be good for another year, moving forward.  Here is a fact. IF YOU ARE 

BUILDING PREFERENCE POINT IN WYOMING WITHOUT BEING HONED IN ON A TARGET HUNT YOU 

PROBALLY WILL DIE WITH THE POINTS TO YOUR NAME. THE BOTTOM LINE IS, YOU CAN’T TAKE THEM 

WITH YOU, SO USE THEM! Your health will not be any better later than it is today and some of these 

hunts can be very physical. 

Tired of hunting and the only thing you take home are tired feet ? Hunting is like a football game 

someone wins and someone loses, there is no in-between. 

Well if you are tired of being benched come with me… and bring your rifle…… oh and a hand full of 

bullets as well, and we’ll fill the back of your truck while you are here. 

Season after season Wyoming always ranks either #1 or #2 in success rates for all western big game 

species. With over 35 years of experience and over 450,000 private acres to hunt, our staff will provide 

you with a superior trip experience. The professionals at Real Western Hunting will work hard to earn 

and keep your business! 

We have almost 500,000 acres to deal with and if we can’t get you a buck or a bull  somewhere out 

there you can go out and by a set of golf clubs, and we would just go out of business. Since you are 

reading this and we are still hunting, you don’t have anything to worry about. 



You see the secret of hunting is to have access to enough ground that you always have what you are 

looking for. We want you to fill your licenses with the largest animal possible and do everything possible 

to see that you do. 

We have mature guides that have hunted this country all their lives and their skills are top notch, as you 

will see. 

 

================================================================================ 

Hunting is a physical sport. The better shape physically you arrive in, the better your chances will be will 

for success. With that said if you are walking slower than you did last year please let your guide know so 

that he can get you in on the biggest buck possible. 

Hunter Safety – To hunt in Wyoming anyone born after January 1, 1966 must have a Hunter Safety card.  

Hunter Orange – All Wyoming firearm hunters must wear fluorescent orange or Camouflage orange at 

all time while hunting.  

We do have a pre-hunt meeting with each hunter to, check/record your licenses/stamp, address any last 

minute concerns and set a starting time for the next morning. 

Motels –The hunting seasons brings  many visitors, so do not delay in calling the motels to make 

reservations! Since we hunt across the state once we see if you drew your 1st or 2nd choice we will know 

which towns you will be closest to for lodging. 

Flying and Airlines – Please confirm exact hunt dates with us before booking plane tickets. All flights 

coming into Wyoming go through Denver. After arriving in Denver, you have two options. One is to book 

a short flight on a 16-18 seat prop jet for the trip into small town Wyoming. The other is to rent a small 

car and drive to the hunting area.  

Rifles – The “ideal” rifle would be a bolt action with a variable power scope. If you do not have such a 

weapon, do not be alarmed—we are only stating what we think is the ideal weapons. The most 

important thing is that you are familiar with your weapon, know what it is doing at 100-200-300 yards 

and that you feel confident using it. A cardinal rule is “the first shot you dictates the outcome 90% of the 

time, make it a good one”. A good rule of thumb is to be about 3 inches high at 100 yards—that way you 

will be dead on at 200 and probably 3-4 inches low at 300. We strongly recommend that you practice 

shooting lying down, sitting, leaning against an object (tree/fence post) or placing your rifle on a log, big 

rock, or backpack. There is a 90% chance that this is how you will shoot your animal 

Shooting Mechanics/Hints – Like we mentioned above, being capable of shooting from a wide variety of 

positions is a big help. Hunters should consider purchasing a bipod or shooting sticks to increase your 

offhand accuracy. We feel that a Harris  bipod that attaches to the firearm is the best option. Many 

times, when stalking an animal, you will be breathing heavily and/or the wind will be blowing hard, so 

any help you can get in holding a gun steady is nice. Hunters should be prepared (especially on antelope) 

to crawl on their hands, knees or belly to get into position for a shot. Those hunters with bad joints may 

want to consider knee pads and all hunters should have insulated leather gloves to protect against 

cactus needles. 



Evidence of Sex on Carcasses – This is simple your guide will clean your animal and leave it on. It needs 

to be there until the meat is processed and along with the license tag. Secure it on to the carcass and let 

the butcher take it off. Leaving it on could save you a lot of money. 

Alcohol – Absolutely no drinking while hunting will be allowed! If you are still an active hunter and are 

consuming alcoholic beverages during the day, you will remain at the base of operation and not be 

allowed to hunt. We don’t tolerate or babysit drunks so we don’t tolerated drunkenness. You need all 

your senses to be crisp if you want the biggest animal possible   

Preference Points 

Having a point or two will:  

1. Give you a better chance of drawing a better quality hunt area; 

 2. If you are unsuccessful in the point drawing, your application is also entered the random drawing—

which gives you a “second” chance of drawing; and  

3. In many cases it will save you between $288 and $576 on the price of your license and 4. it helps to 

better stabilize your hunting and travel plans.  Starting immediately, we will allow you full credit for any 

points purchased prior to the current season drawing(s) when you book a regular priced hunt.  This is 

way of rewarding your wise thinking and dedication of obtaining points over time.  If you have any 

questions about how this credit is handled, please give us a call or send an email.  

With a simple deposit of $200, remember this must be done before the calendar year that you want to 

hunt and the balance of the 50% due must be paid in January of the hunt you are talking. This is a good 

method of locking in specific dates and prices in the future. All hunts are sold on a first come first serve 

basis.  

Hunting Motel List 

Listed below are the motels that offer Hunting clients special rates during the hunting season. While we 

call and tentatively reserve a block of rooms after the license drawings, each hunter/party will need to 

call to make their own reservations. Do not delay in calling, as they can get booked up fast. Some have 

airport shuttle available. Bring this sheet & packet with you on the hunt and any feedback about these 

motels are appreciated. 

As you Age 

Many of our guides are older men in their 50’s and 60’s not young men but men that use their head not 

their feet to get you on animals. If you have an ailment or mobility issue let your guide know you are a 

team, working together for the same goal. 

The weather is what it is.  We are going hunting regardless of what the weather does.  Keep in mind that 

we are going before daylight until after dark and many times we don’t get a chance to watch TV or get a 

weather report.  It is best to check via the internet and get a weather report for the town you will be 

staying in before heading to Wyoming.  Bring a variety of clothing and it is best to layer clothing, as then 

you can better adjust to varying temperatures. 



We have a lot of different hunts in a lot of different places in South Dakota and across Wyoming that 

absorb the 485,000 acres of private land. I tries to make this as plain as possible, but if you have 

questions just ask. 

In our Refuge we block out any bears, Wolves or Coyotes so that our game animals can build their own 

wild herds. In addition, we are the only one that can have mule Deer inside and we are even able to see 

those big Mule Deer bucks reaching a high score of 250 inches. 

At the lodge you can check the zero on your rifle in case the baggage Handlers unloading your luggage 
felt that you gun case would make a great volley ball as they unloaded. You will get luxury lodging, 
breakfast, and Grade A beef Dinners. Your lunch is packed for your guided hunts along with cold drinks, 
no alcohol in the field. 
 
Hunting is usually a 4 Wheel drive hunt, Glass, Spot and Stalk for a shot. We also use Ground Blinds and 
natural cover Stands depending on what you are hunting. We have a walk in cooler at the lodge for 
handing your meat after the guide skins it for you. If you plan to mount the head tell the guide prior 
because it makes a difference when skinning. 
 

For the South Dakota Pheasant hunter, we have hunts out of the lodge with your dogs or ours as 

needed. We can provide a Bird and Beast Hunt while you are at the lodge with a whitetail and bird hunt. 

Prices depend on the deer you are hunting and the birds you are shooting. 

================================================================================= 

Wyoming Spring Turkey Hunt 
Semi-Guided Hunt   April 1 – May 20 
Private ranches – Firearms & Archery – You Call/We Call     
Hunt from Blinds, Calling, and Spot/Stalk 
WY Birds are 100% Pure Merriam’s – OTC License 
3 Day Town Hunt 1 Bird……………………………………………………………………………………………………… $995 
 
Wyoming Prairie Dog/Varmint Hunt 
Private Ranch – June 1 – July 31- No license required 
Town Hunt- Lunch provided in the field 
We recommend a 2-day hunt. Bring plenty of ammo! 
Shoot from 8 am to 4 pm (1 hour lunch break) 
per Shooter/per Day……………………………………………………………………………………………………………. $250 
 
Wyoming Private Ranch Archery Antelope Hunt 
August 15 – September 30 
Over 325,000 acres with many P&Y bucks 
4 x 4 transportation – Blinds & stands over waterholes 
5 Day Town Hunt …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$1,995 
*In some areas, a doe hunt may be added for $100 
 
  
Wyoming Red Desert Trophy Area Archery Antelope Hunt 
August 15 – September 6 



Carbon County – #1 B&C Head Area in the USA – Lunch provided 
4 x 4 transportation – Blinds & stands over waterholes 
Preference Points Advised, but not mandatory 
Town Hunts: 5 Day …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$2,295  
Town Hunts: 6 Day………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $2,495 
 
Wyoming Firearms Management Antelope Hunt 
October 1 – October 31   with 3 on 1 guiding 
Spot & stalk hunting – 4 x 4 transportation – Lunch provided 
This is not a trophy Antelope hunt you can expect a buck 12-13 inches 
You will have a fantastic time and see lots of Antelope 
Pricing matrix is $1695 for 1 hunter, $1595 if 2 hunters, $1395 if 3 hunters 
This was designed for a friends and family hunt. 
Large Groups Have the Priority when booking this Hunt 
3 Day Town Hunt…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. $1,395-$1695 
  
Wyoming Private Ranch Firearms Antelope Hunt 
September 10 – October 31 
Spot & stalk hunting – 4 x 4 transportation – Lunch provided 
3 Day Town Hunt…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….. $1,995 
*In some areas, a doe hunt may be added for $100 
 
Wyoming Red Desert Trophy Area Firearms Antelope Hunt 
September 7 – October 31 
Spot & stalk hunting – 4 x 4 transportation – Lunch provided 
Carbon County – #1 B&C Head Area in the USA 
Preference Points advised, but not mandatory 
3 Day Town Hunt……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $2,295 
 
Wyoming “BIG COUNTRY” Firearms Antelope Hunt 
October 1-15 
Limit of 12 firearm hunters on 110,000 private acres 
Easy draw – Lunch provided – 4 x 4 transportation 
Total “BIG COUNTRY” Harvest = 1 buck taken for every 13 sq. miles 
3 Day Town Hunt……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $2,195 
 
*** Wyoming Elk Hunts – Archery & Firearms 
Archery – September 1-30   Firearms – September 1 – November 30 
Private Land – Lunch provided – 4 x 4 transportation 
Spot & stalk – Waterholes – Wallows – Calling 
6 Day Archery Town Hunt……………………………………………………………………………………………………… $5,995 
5 Day Firearms Town Hunt…………………………………………………………………………………………………….. $5,995 
*Add: Antelope……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $1,495,  
*Add: Merriam’s Turkey …………………………………………………………………………………………………………$    750 
*Add: Deer-Varies with the type of hunt and where 
 
Wyoming*** Mule/Whitetail Deer Hunts – 
Archery & Firearms 



Archery – September 1-30   Firearms – October 1 – November 30 
Private Land – Lunch provided – 4 x 4 transportation 
Spot & stalk – Waterholes – Blinds – Trails 
5 Day Archery, Town Management Mule Deer Hunt …………………………………………………………………..$3,195 
4 Day Firearms, Town Management Mule Deer Hunt ………………………………………………………………….$3,195 
4 Day Firearms, Town Trophy Mule Deer Hunt (24-48 in.) …………………………………………………………..$4,195 
4 Day Firearms, Town Trophy Whitetail Deer Hunt ……………………………………………………………….……$3,995 
4 Day Firearms, Town MEGA Mule Deer Hunt (28 in. +) ……………………………………………………………..$5,995 
*Add an antelope………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. $1,495 
*Add a Merriam’s turkey………………………………………………………………………………………………………..…. $   750. 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
South Dakota Estate Hunts 
 
Here we have a 3000 acre Refuge covering over 4 ½ square miles. There are animals in the Refuge that 
year around that are born, live and die in the refuge. There is variety habitat along with rugged country 
where you will only see the animals if they want you to do so. 
The Refuge is so large we can not only have animals born there but multiple animals except for Bears, 
Coyotes and Wolves.  
 
South Dakota Firearms or Archery Buffalo Hunt 
November 1 – December 31 
Spot & stalk hunting – 4 x 4 transportation – Meals provided 
Private land – no license – includes meat 
3 Day Lodge Hunt- Mature Cow ……………………………………………………………………………………………..$4,995   
3 Day Lodge Hunt-Meat/Trophy Bull ………………………………………………………………………………………$5,995 
4 to 8 year old Trophy Bulls …………………………………………………………………………………………………….$7,495 
 
South Dakota Refuge Elk, Buffalo, Trophy Mule and Whitetail Deer 
Archery · Firearms · NO license required! NO season dates! Private Land- 4 x 4 transportation · Spot & 
stalk 
3 day/3 night Lodge hunt with all meals · Additional nights available at $100 per person · This is a quality, 
challenging hunt on 3,000 acres! 
*All scoring on the BHP hunts are based on the SCI method; All BHP hunts are subject to 6% South 
Dakota sales tax 
3 Day Lodge 
Trophy Mule Deer Hunts 
150-159 Buck………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$ 7,495 
160-179 Buck …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 9,495 
180-199 Buck …………………………………….…………………………………………………………………………………..$11,749 
200-220 Buck…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. $14,495 
221-249 Buck…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. $16,495 
250 & Up ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$21,995 
 
South Dakota Elk Hunts 
3 Day Lodge 
Mature Cow……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $ 2,495 



5 x 5 Bull ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 4,995 
260-299 6 point………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $ 5,995 
300-329 Bull ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 6,995 
330-345 Bull ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 7,995 
346-365 Bull ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 8,995 
366-385 Bull ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 9,995 
386-400 Bull……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$10,995 
401-415 Bull ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$12,495 
416-439 Bull………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. $14,495 
440-450 Bull ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$15,995 
451 & Up  Call for pricing 
 
Whitetail Deer Hunts 
3 Day Lodge 
170’s Buck ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….$ 4,495 
180’s Buck …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$ 5,295 
190’s Buck …………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..$ 5,995 
200-220 Buck ………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………$ 7,495 
221-240 Buck……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $ 9,995 
241-260 Buck……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… $10,995 
261 & Up- Call for Pricing 
 
South Dakota Hills Archery or Rifle River Bottom Whitetail 
For those that want to mix a refuge hunt with an Archery or Rifle River Bottom Whitetail we have 3 
miles of prime whitetail area that we have taken 120-150 class whitetail out of. The hunting is limited to 
2 or 3 hunters per season for the over the counter Archery license or a drawn South Dakota deer license 
is required on this private land. It is an easy draw but you must apply for the license for rifle hunting. 
The lodging is included in the lodge with meals for a 5 day hunt. 
 
South Dakota Bird and Beast Hunt 
If you have hunted Pheasants in South Dakota in the past you are only having ½ the fun. We have a, 
”Birds and Beast” Hunt.  Hunt Deer in the morning and pullout your shotgun during the mid-day and put 
a few of those in the pot as well. 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Pheasant Hunting Packages  SINGLE  2-5 Hunters 6 or more Hunters 
 
Day Hunt Package 
3 days, 3 Nights Lodging, Meals               $   350  $   295  $   249 
3 Birds per Day Limit 
 
Quick Weekender Package                       $   995  $   895  $   695 
2 days, 1 Nights Lodging, Meals  
3 Birds per Day Limit 
 
Weekender Package                                  $ 1,095  $   995  $  795 
2 days, 2 Nights Lodging, Meals  
3 Birds per Day Limit 



 
Wing shooter Package                               $ 1,545  $ 1,345  $ 1,145 
3 days, 3 Nights Lodging, Meals  
3 Birds per Day Limit 
 
 
Ultimate Combo Package                          $ 2,995  
3 days, 3 Nights Lodging, Meals  
Archery Hunt for Whitetail Deer Early / Late 
Pheasant Hunt during the Day   
3 Birds per Day Limit and 1 Whitetail Buck 
 
Extra Pheasants are $ 49 each, all sales are subject to 6% South Dakota Sales Tax. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
If you are planning a hunt to Wyoming in the future, purchasing preference points is a wise idea. They 

are on sale from July 1st to October 31st, and the cost per point is: Antelope $31, Deer $41 and Elk $52. 

To purchase a point, go to: https://wgfd.wyo.gov/web2011/hunting-1000147.aspx 

Schedule A Hunt 
Any hunt booked is eligible for full credit on any preference points you have purchased for that species. 
A $200 deposit per hunter will reserve your hunt, desired dates, and price for future years. 
 

Note: Hunter Safety card required for anyone born after January 1, 1949. If you don’t have one it 

can easily be obtained by taking a test on-line. Don’t wait until the last minute to do it, since 

many will and you may have difficulty getting in online. Also, if you need assistance applying 

for a license feel free to ask for our assistance. Application date is in January Wy***** so make 

preparations  early so you have the best opportunity get the license you require. Hunter Safety 

Cards have become a Nation Wide Standard so to hunt in any state today they are required. 

 
Mike Lollar – Hunt Planner  

Web = http://www.SportsmansLogistics.com 

eMail = GoHunt@SportsmansLogistics.com 

15596 W. County Rd. 18E 

Loveland, CO 80537 

970-593-0267 

https://wgfd.wyo.gov/web2011/hunting-1000147.aspx
http://www.sportsmanslogistics.com/

